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Value: Courage
Mag 7 value: Never say I can’t

Seven Fields Primary School-Newsletter
Dear Parents/ Carers
As we reach the end of another week, I want to thank you once again for supporting our teachers in enabling the
remote learning to take place. I have seen so many memes on social media about how schools have changed maths or
how grammar rules have changed which did make me chuckle and give a little light in the darkest times.
I have noticed that the light at the start and ends of the day are beginning to appear and with the announcement today
of yet another powerful vaccine coming on the market I am hopeful that this year will improve as it goes on. Things
seem to be getting brighter.
This week’s assembly was about Courage, determination and never saying I can’t. I showed the pupils the video of Nick
Vujicic who is an inspirational speaker who demonstrates how he has overcome and continues to overcome his
disability. The video can be found here. I also read the children of the story “My Strong Mind” by Niels Van Hove. This
is a fantastic story which demonstrates how we can all talk inwardly to ourselves when facing our fears and feel better
about ourselves as a result, even if we fail. Both stories are very humbling and put into perspective our own lives and
demonstrate the ridiculous nature of those times when we feel some incidents are more important than they actually
are.
I do not mean though, that our own concerns, worries and anxieties are not valid. Indeed next week we are highlighting
the importance of Children’s Mental Health week and I’m sure your child’s class teacher will be able to encourage them
to think about strengthening the mind and spirit as well as their academic knowledge and physical skills. There are
some great apps that I think all of us should look at that will help with worries and mindfulness. Chillpanda, Mindful
Powers and Headspace are three very popular ones free from Google or Apple. I have had a go at a few of their
activities and it does make you stop and think. However, it may be appropriate that, as part of our curriculum, we do
have some time away from screens next week. Time doing something thought provoking and mindful.
I hope you all find the time next week to be mindful. To take stock of your accomplishments this month and to
congratulate yourselves for making a contribution to your child’s learning and development.
Have a lovely weekend
Mr Booth
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Dojos gained this week
Class

Class

Miss Mitchell

Total Dojos

Class Winner

Bumblebees

909

Blayde 41

Mrs Still

Fireflies

661

Seth 99

Miss Goss

Robins

1069

Rayyan 91

Miss Bickle

Sparrows

1314

Oscar 140

Mrs Crane & Mr Hanks

Wrens

1146

Joshua 150

Miss Smith & Miss Roberts

Puffins

678

Holly 61

Miss Jessop

Kingfishers

868

Ethan 90

Mrs Keye

Hummingbirds

1572

Wyatt/Tommy 102

Miss Peapell

Falcons

449

Lily 39

Mr Donnelly

Eagles

0

Fireflies

Archie V—for some excellent
creativity this week!

Freddie H—For working really
hard and showing some independent skills

Bumblebees

Amira D—for great engagement
with home learning

Ryley T—for settling into Seven
Fields well, being polite and
completing work to a high standard

Robins

Jack B— for trying his best and
not giving up this week!

Sparrows

Abdul—for working really hard this Dylan—for always working hard
week on what he is learning and
in his online lessons and having
for responding amazingly to feed- wonderful learning behaviours!
back

Wrens

Cliodhna—for amazing research
into space

Lola W—for working hard in all
her lessons!

Puffins

Renesmee—for trying her best
this week

Lacey—for producing some
great work this week

Kingfishers

Frankie—for creating a brilliant
stop motion animation film using
lego!

Emily P—for completing all tasks
to her best ability and doing a
great science experiment this
week!

Hummingbirds

Preston G—for putting in extra
effort this week to complete his
work

Phoebe R—for always trying her
best in every lesson.

Falcons

Harry S—for always being so
polite and demonstrating great
manners

Lily M—for always participating
in every lesson

Eagles

Anh—for producing some fantastic Keiran S—for working hard in his
pieces of English including a great lessons and making big improvepersuasive letter
ments with his spellings

Other nominations

Joshua C—for always going one
step further in each lesson and
doing extra challenges set for him

Grace-Belle C—for working independently and doing some fantastic reading this week

Certificates
Congratulations to anyone
who has been nominated
by your teacher this week
Well done to you all on your
achievements
Don’t forget to send us your hot chocolate photo’s

Lola W—for improving her handwriting this week and for always
smiling.

Follow us on twitter @sevenfieldsprim
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Wonderful work gallery
I have been sent some wonderful work that your teachers
would like to particularly celebrate.
Can you spot your work?
Well done if you were nominated this week and if you
weren't, don’t worry. Have a go next week!

Bumblebee Class
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Hummingbird Class
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Hummingbird Class
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Kingfisher Class
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Kingfisher Class
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Sparrow Class
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Wren Class

Tim Peake once had a birthday party in space and someone
dressed up as a gorilla.
He played space borders because he was bored .
Tim cooked some scrambled eggs and he burnt the eggs
He got a letter from the Queen and he was amazed.
Tim control a robot from space to Earth it was amazing
Tim Peake runed on the london marathon .
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